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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
The Tennessee Valley Authority has initiated a project encompassing
the construction and operation of a four module 20,000 TPD coal gasifi-
cation plant at Murphy Hill, Alabama. While final selection of the
gasification technology is yet to be made, it will be chosen from
Koppers-Totzek (KT), Texaco, Babcock & Wilcox, Lurgi, and BGC/Lurgi with KT
and Texaco the favorite candidate;. .NASA in a cooperative working arrange-
ment with TVA is engaged in a system analysis and study program designed to
provide project support for the project. This study has as its objective
the defining of critical technology items and issues in which there is a
need for development as research in order to assure technical and economic
success for the state-of-the-art of coal gasification in the United States.
Coal gasification is a relatively unknown technology to the U. S.
on a commercial industry basis. Much of the data available on commercial
scale systems is generally controlled by interests from outside the U. S.
While small pilot units have demonstrated various process "results for a
wide variety of cases, such units have not provided commercial reliability
or performance data for large scale equipment.
Design data are currently primarily extrapolated from such industries
as chemical, oil refining, and steel making. Control and 'instrumentation
systems are either conceptual or based on small units from which design
scale-up data are often not the object of the program.
Technology development needs span all of the systems. Table 1.1
presents the technology development needs for the main processing units.
Table 1.2 is a similar presentation for supporting units. While develop-
ment needs are shown for a large number of systems, the most critical
areas are associated with the gasifier itself and those systems which
either feed the gasifier or directly receive products .from the gasifier.
Tables 1.2 through 1.6 define those areas of technology development
t	
needs.
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Downstream processing units are closer in nature to commercial operations
of the same or similar processes. However, the scale of coal gasification
plants and the uncertainty associated with unfamiliar components which may be
present in coal gasification process streams result in certain technical
issues, Table 1.7 outlines these issues.
2.0 IDENTIFICATION OF CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY ITEMS AND ISSUES
Critical technology items/issues were identified by a three-component
approach. First, a select BDM/Mittelhauser team of technologists and design
engineers were assembled for a "walk through" of each of the systems defined
in the Coal Gasification Catalog, Appendix A. Subsystems and components
were identified as to their development needs based on the team's previous
experience. Second, a review of published gasification design efforts and
other literature sources was conducted. Critical items/issues identified
in the reports were extracted. Third, team members have had personal 	 I/
communication with Honeywell concerning instrumentation and control techno-
logy, North American Rockwell concerning equipment performance especially
valves, and the Electric: Power Research Institute concerning their views of
technology development needs. Finally, a team member attended the Symposium
on Instrumentation and Control for Fossil Energy Processes conducted by the
U. S. Department of Energy at Virginia Beach, Virginia, in June, 1980.
The critical items/issues identified are listed in Section 6.0 and
identified according to their area of impact. Areas of impact are defined
in Table 2.1.
3.0 PRIORITIZATION OF CRITICAL ITEMS/ISSUES
The state-of-the-art relative to the design and operation of coal gasifi-
cation plants is such that sufficient alternatives exist in all areas to make
coal gasification projects technically feasible. However, in some areas,
considerable margin in design philosophy is required for lack of good data.
F- 9
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Likewise, operation of coal gasification plants are projected to incur
problems in service factors and plant efficiency due to less than
desirable equipment performance and control techniques.
Technology development programs, especially e quipment development
programs, are generally very costly and have their justification based
on application of results on an industry .-wide basis. Therefore, in
order that a concentrated effort might be directed toward items/issues
of particular interest to the TVA project and thus have a relatively
early pay back, the items/issues listed in Section 6.0 have been
prioritized. For purposes of prioritization, it has been assumed that;
•	 minimum O&M savings should equal at least 0.13 times the
cost of development and associated,capital cost increases
leading to those savings
•	 increased reliability resulting from improved technology
may be evaluated based on service factor considerations
a	 improvements in efficiency resulting from improved technology
take the form of increased product from a fixed energy input.
Figure 3.1, based on the sensitivity analysis in Chapter V, illus-
trates the potential for price reduction due to increased service factor.
At the 90 percent level, a one percent increase in service factor yields
approximately a 0.4 percent cost reduction. For the 20,000 TPD TVA K-T
MBG facility, this corresponds to $2.3 MM/year savings in January 1980
dollars for a one percent increase in service factor. Using the 0.13
factor, this implies that approximately $18 MM are justified in develop-
ment costs to yield a one percent service factor increase.
An increase of one percent in efficiency wc.uld provide an addi-
tional 4,400 MMBtu's per day and pay for up to $73 MM in development and
capital costs required to attain the increase.
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FIGURE 3.1 SERVICE FACTOR EFFECTS
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These illustrations are intended only to show the order of magnitude
of developmental effort which is justified based on supporting a single
large plant project. A more precise analysis would need to consider
other factors such as tax treatment of R&D expenditures, probability of
success, and potential for application.
Analyses conducted in this project have assumed a stream factor of
90 percent. In practice, 80-85 percent may be more typical. Thus, the
potential for improvement may be substantial. A study of the experience
outside the U. S. should provide insight into this potential. Likewise,
the potential for stream factor improvement based on single component
effects requires analysis of experience and is complicated by the potential
for on-line sparing. A review of experience to date is required to
provide a basis for estimating the potential payoff from any given
component life improvement.
Based on an analysis of the list of critical items, the greatest
potential for significant improvement in service factor or efficiency
involves those items associated-directly with the gasifier reactor and
those items such as waste heat boiler and exchangers associated with the
recovery of the exothermic heat produced by the reactor.
The list of high priority items thus includes gasifier refractory,
reactant feed control, coal feed equipment, waste heat boiler development,
and material of construction associated with these items.
Other items have less potential for large impact on the coal gasi-
fication plant, but represent less development costs.
4.0 RECOMMENDED DEVELOPMENT ITEMS/ISSUES
Each of the identified critical items/issues has the potential
for solution and probable justification for a developmental effort
when considering across the board needs of an impending coal gasifica-
tion industry. However certain items/issues have been selected for
recommendation here based on their potential for large impacts and
applicability to the TVA project.
F-1
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P"	 4.1 Refractory
it
The internals of the coal gasification reactors considered in this
study have refractrry linings to protect the containment vessel from hot
reactants and ash.
	
The K-T, Texaco, B&W, and BGC/Lurgi each operate
ahove the fusion point of the ash and thus their internals are exposed
to molten slag.	 Refractory failure due to such mechanisms as erosion
and silica leaching is a problem which potentially will contribute to
i pcor service factors or efficiency reduction and capital cost solutions.
One approach to avoiding the problem is to operate the process such
that a layer of solidified slag protects the reactor refractory from
` exposure to molten slag. 	 This procedure requires that a substantial heat
flux through the slag layer be absorbed by raising steam. 	 In low
pressure operations such as those of the K-T reactor this results in
► excess low pressure ( 25 psig) steam of marginal value.	 The ability to
^	 - limit low pressure steam production to that required as process reactantsP	 P	 q	 P
would improve the plant thermal efficiency. 	 The BN gasifier design
utilizes the production of high pressure steam in boiler tubes imbedded
in the reacto r refractory as a means of operating at higher efficiency.
This design is believed to add substantially to the capital cost of the
gasifiers.
The Texaco coal gasification design does not provide for substantial
heat transfer through the refractory and thus is dependent upon refractory
integrity for a high operating service factor. 	 Long refractory life (8,000
hours or more) is not known to have yet been demonstrated though some
progress apparently was made in the recent pilot plant operations in
Germany.
The BGC/Lurgi gasifier decreases the severity of the problem by
adding a fluxing agent to form a lower melting temperature slag.
	 This
t approach is an aid but not a solution to the refractory integrity problem
and results in the cost and logistic problems associated with the flux
system.
h
M_
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Providing for frequent refractory replacement through sparing of
equipment requires sparing of the entire reactor, feed system, and heat
recovery train and represents substantial capital investment in addition
to the added maintenance costs.
Based on these discussions, refractory development is recommended as
a developmental item.
4.2 Waste Heat Recover
Gases leaving an entrained bed coal gasifier are at a temperature
ranging from 2500 to 3300°F. Recovery of the sensible heat associated
with these temperatures is of prime importance in process thermal efficiency.
These hot gases contain entrained molten slag, CO, CO 2 , H21 H2O and varying
quantities of sulfur and nitrogen bearing gases, and lessor quantities of	
:.'M
such things as vaporized metals, chlorine, etc. Recovery of useful heat
from this stream requires quenching to solidify the entrained ash, perhaps
recovery of the bulk of this ash, and the raising of steam in a high
pressure waste heat boiler (WHB) followed by final ash scrubbing and
cooling. The K-T and B&W designs both have a WHB section close coupled to
the reactor. The B&W design is untested. The service factor associated
with the K-T design is not known but cleaning and maintenance requirements
are believed to be high though plant service factors in the mid-80 percent
range have been reported. The Texaco reactor conceptually operates with
extensive quenching to avoid the high severity heat recovery or with a WHB
as yet unproven on coal operations.
Technology problems arise from the selection of materials of construc-
tion to handle the severe conditions, the erosive effects of fine ash
particles, and deposition of and subsequent fouling by entrained ash.
Development of improved waste heat recovery equipment has the potential
for major efficiency effects. A program to develop new technology and
evaluate improvements by other equipment developers is recommended.
F-14
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4.3 Reactor Instrumentation
Temperatures inside of an entrained coal gasifier are in the range
of 2500°F to 3300°F. Measurement of this temperature is not now p^,s-
sible on a continuous basis. Control of this temperature is important
from the standpoint of plant efficiency, slag viscosity control and
where applicable solid slag layer thickness control. Control can now be
accomplished by monitoring the coal composition, reactor product com-
position - particularly CO 2 content, and controlling 0 2 and steam
reactants accordingly. The controlled temperature is actually a cal-
culated value and subject errors and variations in the coal feed com-
position and quantity. Direct temperature measurement would allow more
precise control of the 0 2 and steam reactants. Since an excess molecule
of 02 results in two molecules CO be converted to CO 2 (or H2O as dic-
tated by the water gas shift reaction), precise control of reactant
proportions can have a significant effect on thermal efficiency. Data
from which to estimate the magnitude of this problem in operating plantsFx_
is not available for this study. However, the value of increased
efficiency is sufficient, particularly when coupled with potential
safety benefits, to warrant a recommendation for a development effort in
this area. Similarly a technique for detecting hot spots resulting from
defective refractory would be helpful particularly for systems where the
detection is made difficult by the overriding effect of steam jackets or
tubes and insulation. For molten slag property control, there is no down-
stream measurement to use as a basis for feed back control.
y
	 4.4 Solid Feed Control
Precise solid feed measurement and control is an area which relates
to plant efficiency by its effect on the control of the proper ratio of
gasifier reactants. Given the very short residence time in an entrained
gasifier, near instant response is required for precise control in plant
performance. Development efforts in this area are also attractive for
their potential at retrofitting in the TVA-plant and justify a developmental
effort.
4
11
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4,5 Dynamic Analysis
The operation of MBG plants and in particular the TVA plant will be
subject to usual process plant variations such as those resulting from
equipment failure or external influences and in addition a probable
variable load demand which must be followed. It is recommended that a
computerized dynamic model be developed so as to aid the development
of total plant control strategy and possible application in future
personnel training programs
4.6 Other
There are a number of other items/issues which merit consideration
for which no particular recommendation is made here. Examples of these are
listed in Table 4.1. A particular comment related to mechanical items which are
easily spared, such as pumps and control valves, is offered. Generally an
extensive development effort is justified by application of results to an
industry rather than a single installation. Such developmental work is
best suited for equipment manufacturers. Should NASA elect to utilize
their mechanical design and materials expertise in these areas it is
recommended that such efforts be coordinated and combined with commercial
manufacturers of such equipment and,maximum 4se of existing test facilities
such as the DOE/METC hot gas loop test facility.
5.0 RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
The technology development programs discussed above for possible imple-
mentation by NASA are selected such as to minimize the different types of
test facilities required. Generally, the programs can be grouped into those
that require a molten ash test facility, a large hot dirty gas prototype
equipment, test rig, utilization of existing test units other than NASA's,
and no hardware requirement.
	 I
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THE SDM CORPORATION TABLE 4.1. CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY ITEMS/ISSUES
A
r
A
r
YST CRITICAL IT M TECNN(	 STATUS tEY ISSUE A T	 M
TIRE RED.
MTH 1
COST,
S r 1 1
COAL PRE- DRYING CURRENTLY USES ENERGY CONS. BETTER DRYING 6 LM SCALE
PARATION MEAT IRON COW i ECON. TECHNIQUES 24 0.2 PILOT
BUSTION Of COAL (MICXQWAVES) SCALE - 5.0
GASIFICA- AGGLOMERATION WITH TESTING IN PRO- OP(N MILITY TECH ASSEii- i 0.2	 +
tION CAKING COAL (LUAGI) GRESS MENT
CONtINUOUS ORY COAL UVMOER OEYELOPMENT OPERAGILITY TECH ASSESS- 4 0.1
fEEOIMKi i ECON. RENT
OEYELOPMENT
PRDGm
3B 4.0
PILOT PLAMf
	
!STIRS NOT YET DONE OPERMILITY TEST PLANT 10 2.0
OM "1 CL.t Al SCHEDULE COAL
GASIFICATION SOH[ DEVELOP- ECONOMIC TECN ASSESS- 4 0.15
CATALYSIS RENTAL TOOK MRINf
OEVi	AL 40 1.0
MATERIALS RELI- SOME OEYELOP- OPERMILITY TECH ASSESS- 6 0.2
ABILITY RENTAL WM Mw PLANT
PROGRAM
20 4.0
GAS QUENCH, OISTRIDUtION Of LITTLE OEVELOP- SCKOULE i METHODS EVAL- • i 0,j
MASTS NEAT GASEOUS AND TRACE MORK O"AAE14ITY UATION
RECOVERY, METAL CORMS. PILOT SCALE 36 3.0
AND TESTImB USIMS
COOLING NASAROCKET
TEST STAM9
MATERIALS RELI- SOME OEVELOP- OPERMILITY TECH ASSESS- L 0.2
ABILM MENTAL WORK MENT
PILOT PLANT 20 4.0
PRWJ M
MODULE 11 72 7.0
TEST PlOGRAN
ACID CAS COS REMOVAL SOME TEST WORK OPERABILITY TECH ASSESS- i 0.2
REMOVAL i SCHEDULE NENT
NYOBOLYSIS it 4.0
TEST PROGRAM
SOLVENT OEGRAOATION LITTLE TEST WORK OPERABILITY LABORATORY 12 0.4
i ECQN. TESTING
MODULE 61 60 2.0
TEST PROGRAM .
DISTRIBUTION Of LITTLE TEST WORK OPERABILITY LABORATORY 12 0,4ORGANICS TESTING
MODULE II 60 2.0
TEST PROGRAM
ALTERNATE CATALYST POISONING SOME TESTING OPERMILITY LABORATORY 12 1.5
PRODUCTS i (CON. TESTS
MODULE 01 IS 6.0
TESTS
PRODUCT UTILIZATION SOME TESTING ECONOMICS TECH ASSESS- 6 0.2
IRGASOLINE) PILOT TESTS 24 3.0
SULFUR LEVEL OF MINOR CM- OPERATING PLANTS OPERABILITY DEFINE i 1.0RECOVERY PONENTS HCN, COS. WITHOUT COMPO- i SCHEDULE QUANTITYC5 2 . ASH, H'C ' NENTS NODULE 01 12 E.0
TESTING
MATERIALS RELI- SEVERAL TEST P40- OPERABILITY TECH ASSESS- 6 0.2MILITY IN SO,, GRAMS MENTREMOVAL MATERIALS 14 4.0
TESTING
WATER NITROGEN REMOVAL SOW TESTING SCHEDULE i LABORATORY 12 0.5TREATING OPERABILITY TESTS
MODULE 01 12 210
TRACE ORGANIC LITTLE TESTING SCHEOULE i LABORATOR" 12 0.3REMOVAL OPERMILITY TESTS
RO	 u #1 12 1.0
TIMM
BUILDUP Of MINOR LITTLE TESTING OP[RABILITY WATER SYSTEM 9 0.6COWNENTS MODELING(CHLORIDE) NODULE 01 24 1.0
TESTING
TRACE METALS IN SOME TESTING SCHEDULE TECH ASSESS- 6 0.7WASTES MENT
PILOT PLANT 12 2.0
TESTS
MODULE Al 36 3.0
TESTS
SOLID LEACHABILITY OF SOME VESTING SCHEDULE .AOORATOaY 9 0.6JASTE METALS LEACHINGOI5POSAL TESTS
4000LE 81 18 t	 5
TESTS
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5.1 Molten Ash Facility
Developmental work in areas such as refractory improvement, high tem-
perature measurement in a molten slag environment, and molten slag viscosity
modification and measurement require a bench scale size molten ash research
vessel and supporting equipment. This facility should be capable of generat-
ing temperatures in the 2500-3300°F range. In addition to temperature con-
trol, the ability to vary the oxidation/reduction characteristics of the
test environment as well as the steam partial pressure would be helpful.
The facility should include provision for testing developmental results in
temperature measurement.
5.2 Gas Equipment Prototype Test Unit
The development of waste heat recovery and initial gas cleanup requires
that large prototype equipment be tested. Because of the importance of gas
velocities and flow patterns on the erosive and ash disposition characteris-
tics of the system, scale=up, of test results iii l l be limited.  Therefore, the
test facility should be capable of producing an amount of gas equivalent to
several hundred tons of coal per day under varying pressure conditions. The
minimum size of the facility would be determined by a thorough dynamic
similarity analysis. Likewise, determining the long term effects of the hot
raw gas on the prototype materials of construction will require that the
facility be built anticipating test runs of several thousand hours.
The best situation for conducting large tests of this nature is with
a slip stream or dedicated reactor operated in conjunction with an operating
commercial facility such as the TVA plant; This approach eliminates concerns
and costs associated with feed p ►-eparation, product disposition, and utility
supply. However, if this approach is not feasible, the recommended alterna-
tive is a test facility based on oil gasification with impurity spiking to
simulate coal gasification product:,. This approach could be made near equiva-
lent to a coal gasification based test facility and would be free of the com-
plications of a coal supply and feed system. Figure 5.1 shows this concept.
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Oil is gasified in a partial oxidation facility with oxygen from an
air separation plant and steam to produce a synthesis gas which may be
"spiked" as desired either before or after gasification to produce a test
gas. Provision for parallel test loops in which skid-mounted prototype
waste heat recovery and gas cleanup equipment may be inserted are recommended
for maximum flexibility. Following the test loops, provision must be pro-
vided for gas cooling and cleaning of the effluent trom either the test
loops or the gasifier as required. Water quenching and acid gas removal
are required though the latter is only needed for the net gas leaving the
system. The cool clean gas may be either recycled or let down in pressure
for disposition as fuel or other use. Recycling of the product gas will
substantially reduce the oil requirement and the product disposition
problem. The possibility of using the recycle gas as a heat sink to
control reactor temperature instead of steam should be investigated as well
as recycling downstream of the reactor to control temperatures to the test
loops. Since oil gasification 1s a comraerciall y
 available process from
either Shell or Texaco, it is recommended that one of these companies be
contracted to supply the design for the gasifier unit.
Depending upon the actual size unit selected, a facility such as this
may be expected to cost 20 to 50 million dollars.
5.3 Staffing
Staffing requirements for a major effort in coal gasification technology
development will vary according to the number of the items/issues addressed.
However, if a large hot gas processing test lo pr. is included, this unit will
dominate the number of personnel requirement.
A significant effort for the molten ash facility would require a minimum
of two professionals with expertise in ceramics and temperature measurement
supported by three or four laboratory technicians.
The large hot gas processing test loop operating continuously will
require a staff of 40 to 50 personnel consisting of about 20 operators, 4
shift supervisors, 4 shift engineers, 6 shift maintenance personnel, 4 regular
maintenance personnel, and a project technical and support staff.
x
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6.0 CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY ITEMS/ISSUES
The following compilation contains the results of the identification
of critical items/issues.
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7.0 LITERATURE EXAMINED
Table 7.1 presents the reports surveyed as a part of this task. This
list is not intended to represent a complete literature survey and contains
primarily recent publications. It is intended to show the range of develop-
mental activities taking place in the area of coal gasification.
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